In this paper, we present a systematic method of implementing a VLSI parallel adder. First, we define a family of adders, based on a modular design. Our design uses three types of component cells, which we implement in static CMOS.
Introduction
Addition is the heart of computer arithmetics, and the arithmetic unit is often the work horse of a computational circuit, As a result, fast circuits for addition have been studied extensively. Most authors study addition io the context of TTL design [De84] [Ku?~], for which gate count and delay are performance factors, These factors are not sufficient to evaluate a design for possible implementation in VLSI. Accordingly, in this paper, we optimize our adder circuit with respect to a refined model of VLSI delay and area.
In 1982, Brent and KunglBr82l proposed a simple VLSI design for a fast adder. In their model, fan-out is limited to 2. This proves too restrictive. Fan-out can be traded off for shorter interconnects and a smaller area, which may in fact result in a faster circuit.
In this paper we present a realistic and systematic approach in constructing a fast parallel adder. Our approach is based on Ladner and Fischer's "parallel prefix computation"[La80) , which is outlined in Section 2. In Section 3, we specify three basic circuit blocks of a parallel adder. Three types of cells are designed and analyzed in Section 4. From the timing analysis of Section 4, we optimize our adder design by solving a dynamic programming problem in Section 5. An example of a 32-bit adder is presented. In the last section, we summarize our approach to adder designs, and indicate how our method could be extended.
Mathematical Description
Binary addition can be transformed into a parallel computation by introducing an associative operator o[La80]. If CH233 1 -7/86/0000/0186$01 .OO 0 1986 IEEE we define the carry generate term, gINi, and the carry propagate term, PIN,., for each bit position i , then the carry ci for each Lit obeys the following recurrence relation:
where and o is a concatenation operator defined as follows: We observe that (Gi,m , P;,J and (G'-+I,t I Pi-rn+,,,) have similar functional forms. Both are functions of i-m+l CODseeutive input bits and both require i--m applications of the associative operator o. As a result, both can be computed by the same circuit.
Implementations
To implement the functions defined in Section 2, the three circuit blocks shown in Figure 3 .1 are required. The frrst is a combinational circuit, labeled the pre-condition circuit, which gates in adder inputs a, and b, to generate the ini- We use three basic types of cells to implement the parallel carry computation: black cells, white cells, and driver cells. These are shown in Figure 3 .2. Note that some of the inputs to our black and white cells "pass through" the cells. Specifically, the ( yr , p,) inputs of the black cell are available as outputs. This convention greatly simplifies our wiring diagrams.
The black cell performs the associative concatenation defined in Equation 2.2. Based on a static CMOS implementation, the black cell is of two categories, b e and bb. The ba cell shown in Figure 3 .3a gates in positive-true signals and produces complemented outputs. The bb cell, shown in Figure  3 .3b, gates in co!mplemented inputs and outputs positivetrue signals.
Each ab or ba c1: II is further composed of p and g SubcellS. The p subcell pi*oduces a pout signal and the g subcell produces a gout signal. 
F W . 8 Black Cell Implementations in Static CMOS
In a static CMOS implementation, the function of a white cell is to invert the incoming signals, providing the proper input polarity for subsequent black cell operations. In the case of long wire interconnects or large fan-outs, a specially ratioed inverting driver, either in single stage or c=-caded stages, is needed to optimize circuit performance. 
Circuit Models
To construct a fast adder, we must first evaluate the signal delay associated with each type of cell. Given a static CMOS design, the circuit resistances and capacitances can be estimated. The associated signal delay is computed. Drivers are modeled explicitly and are an integral part of our circuit layout.
In implementing the black and white cells, we use minimum-length transistors for the pull-down network of each subcell. PMOS pull-up transistors are ratioed so that the maximum (over all possible input conditions) of pull-up and pull-down channel resistances are equal. We define this resistance as R,. For simplicity, we also aasume that the capacitance C, and resistance Ri of the horizontal interconnect between neighboring cells are the same as the R and C values of the vertical interconnect. This condition depends on the specific implementation, and is discussed further in Section 6.
In a static CMOS design, a pair of a PMOS pull-up and an NMOS pull-down transistors constitutes a basic inverting unit. The input signal drives the gates of both the pull-up and pull-down transistors. Let C, be the total gate capacitance of such an inverting unit, then we can approximate the generation time of its output signal, tout, as a function of its interconnect and channel resistances (Ri and R,, respectively), its load capacitance, its fan-out f , and its input ready time, tic: tout = tin+(Rt+Rif)(ci+cg)f
In the case when metal is used for interconnects and R,>R,f, then tout becomes:
+Ri(C,+CJf
Let T be a normalized time constant, defined as
The fan-out of a subcell is variable, depending on the type ( p or g ) of subcell, and on the type and number of succeeding cells. This can be illustrated using the example of a 5-bit adder shown in Figure 4 .1, in which each cell position is identified by a pair of depth and bit coordinates.
Fig.4.1 A Cbit Adder Example
For example, Cell (2,5) refers to the second cell which lies on the vertical path of input bit number 5. Since the black cell (2,s) is followed by another black cell (3,s) in a vertical connection, the output signals of Cell (2,5), pout and gout, become p , and gr of the following black cell. ,4s a result, the fan-out for pout is 2 as it drives both the p and g subcells of Cell (3,5), and the fan-out is 1 for gout as it drives only the g term of Cell (3, 5) . For a vertical white-cell to black-cell connection, for example Cell (2,4) to Cell (3,4), the fan-outs are the same: fWut = 2 , f g o C t = 1. On the other hand, a pout (or gout) signal at a white or black cell may drive many p , (or gr) inputs. For example, gout (or pout) of the driver cell (2,2) has a fanout of 4, since it drives one subcell in each of (3,2), (3,3), (3,4) , and (3,5). The corresponding minimum propagation delay, delay(s,fd), of the cascaded driver is: Given the above analysis, we can evaluate the generation time for each circuit signal as the sum of its input ready time and delay factor. Define tgout as the time when signal gout is ready, t,, as toout of the cell producing gr , and t,, as toout of the cell producing gr. Similar definitions apply to t,, and tpr. We can then formulate the input ready time for the g subcircuit of a black cell, toin, as: A similar formulation can written for signal poxt:
Fast Adder Architecture
Ladner and FiscLer defined a family of circuits, Pk(n), for solving the parallel prefix problem on n inputs.
Assuming n is a power of 2, the recursive construction of Pk(n) for k > l is shown in Figure 5 .1.
Fig.C.l Recursive Construction of a PJn) Adder
The basis of the recuxsion, the Po(.) circuit, is shown in Figure 5. 2. In these figures, black boxes represent the concatenation operation, and ariz either ba or bb cells as appropriate.
In this paper, we limit the design space to a family of circuits, R ( n ) , which is shown in Figure 5 .3. Note that R ( n ) is a superset of Po(.), because our construction composes blocks of arbitrary sizes. Our circuit R ( n ) has a large fan-out from the most significant bit of the right block, that is, bit rn, broadcasting it to all bit positions of the left block. We observe that there are two possible critical paths in R ( n ) . One is the propagation through the leftmost vertical path. The other is the delay through the leftmost bit of
Fig.S.4 Drivers used in building an R(n) Adder
R ( m ) , which drives large fan-out and interconnect capacitances. Since the critical paths converge at the leftmost top cell, we focus our analysis on this cell. We can thus compare the adders in R ( n ) by comparing the times at which their leftmost ( p , g ) outputs are produced. This "principle of optimality" validates a dynamic programming approach to choosing the best place m at which to decompose an n-bit adder into subcircuits R ( n -m ) and R(m). Our design problem, then, is to evaluate t g i n ( n , l ) in the following recurrence: In equation 5.2, s is chosen to minimize the signal delay through the driver. The depth of this s-stage driver is limited to U , which is the depth difference between two component I89 adder blocks, R(i-m) and R(m-j+l). Furthermore, the output polarity of the driver must match that of the left adder block, R(i-m). Thus the parity of s must be the same as that of U .
Note that in Equation 5.1 the m minimizing t&,,(i,j) may not be the same as the m minimizing tH,, (i,j) . We will address this problem in Lemma 2, below.
Assume that the input signals to the adder, a, and bi, are available at time 0. Further, assume that the signals emerging out of the just carry generator have unit fan-out, then the basis for the dynamic programming is:
Lemmal: The optimal circuit for adding bits j + r through j is identical to the optimal circuit for adding bits r + l through 1. Thus, tpi,,(j+r,j) = tpin(r+l,l) and tfi,,(j+r,j) = t~,,(r+l,l) Using dynamic programming, we have calculated the optimal adder configurations for n from 1 to 32. See Table 1 . Using this table to construct an optimal n-bit adder, the left adder block should be n-m bits wide and the right adder block should be m bits wide. The column labelled o 1 driver stages indicates the number of stages in the driver connected to the output of the most significant bit of the right adder block. The depth entries indicate the number of layers in the optimal n-bit adder. The generation time of the most significant bit for the n-bit adder is shown in the column labelled tpin(pin). Figure 5 .5 illustrates the optimal 32-bit adder.
n-m m tH,, (&,,cn) depth ( To design a fast adder for a given VLSI technology, one should first implement black cells and decide on the par-ticular layer(s) to be wed for interconnects. Then, one can determine the RC values for the cells and interconnects, as well as the corresponding timing delay. Or for more accuracy, one could use a circuit simulator to obtain the exact timing data for the p and g subcells under various loads. These values determine the delay factors in the dynamic programming, which may be different from those given in Equation 5.1. Next, one should implement multi-stage drivers and tabulate their delays under various capacitive loads. The result should be substituted for Equation 5.2. Using this customized and more accurate model, Table 1 may then be recalculated using dynamic programming. The resulting optima will, in general, be different from the ones we calculated.
Our dynamic programming formulation does not explicitly optimize circuit area. A modification to our program would calculate the fastest R ( n ) adder for a given depth.
In this paper, we have discussed static CMOS circuits. We are presently trying to extend our analysis to alternative circuit design styles, such as dynamic circuits.
In conclusion, we have found the optimal circuit in the R ( n ) family of parallel adders. It is an open question to find similar optima in other classes of adder configurations. This topic is under cwrent research.
